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EETHICS AND PROFESSIONAL RESPONSIBILITY
IN COMPUTING
INTRODUCTION
Computing professionals perform a variety of tasks: They
write specifications for new computer systems, they design
instruction pipelines for superscalar processors, they diag-
nose timing anomalies in embedded systems, they test and
validate software systems, they restructure the back-end
databases of inventory systems, they analyze packet traffic
in local area networks, and they recommend security poli-
cies for medical information systems. Computing profes-
sionals are obligated to perform these tasks conscientiously
because their decisions affect the performance and func-
tionality of computer systems, which in turn affect the
welfare of the systems’ users directly and that of other
people less directly. For example, the software that controls
the automatic transmission of an automobile should mini-
mize gasoline consumption and, more important, ensure
the safety of the driver, any passengers, other drivers, and
pedestrians.
The obligations of computingprofessionals are similar to
the obligations of other technical professionals, suchas civil
engineers. Taken together, these professional obligations
are called professional ethics. Ethical obligations have been
studied by philosophers and have been articulated by reli-
gious leaders for many years. Within the discipline of
philosophy, ethics encompasses the study of the actions
that a responsible individual should choose, the values that
an honorable individual should espouse, and the character
that a virtuous individual should have. For example, every-
one should be honest, fair, kind, civil, respectful, and
trustworthy. Besides these general obligations that every-
one shares, professionals have additional obligations that
originate from the responsibilities of their professional
work and their relationships with clients, employers, other
professionals, and the public.
The ethical obligations of computing professionals go
beyond complying with laws or regulations; laws often lag
behind advances in technology. For example, before the
passage of the Electronic Communications Privacy Act of
1986 in the United States, government officials did not
require a search warrant to collect personal information
transmitted over computer communication networks.
Nevertheless, even in the absence of a privacy law before
1986, computing professionals should have been aware of
the obligation to protect the privacy of personal informa-
tion.
WHAT IS A PROFESSION?
Computing professionals include hardware designers, soft-
ware engineers, database administrators, system analysts,
and computer scientists. Inwhatways do these occupations
resemble recognized professions such as medicine, law,
engineering, counseling, and accounting? In what ways
do computing professions resemble occupations that are
not thought of traditionally as professions, such as plum-
bers, fashion models, and sales clerks?
Professions that exhibit certain characteristics are
called strongty differentiated professions (1). These profes-
sions include physicians and lawyers, who have special
rights and responsibilities. The defining characteristics
of a strongly differentiated profession are specialized
knowledge and skills, systematic research, professional
autonomy, a robust professional association, and a well-
defined social good associated with the profession.
Members of a strongly differentiated profession have
specialized knowledge and skills, often called a ‘‘body
of knowledge,’’ gained through formal education and prac-
tical experience. Although plumbers also have special
knowledge and skills, education in the trades such as
plumbing emphasizes apprenticeship training rather
than formal education. An educational program in a pro-
fessional school teaches students the theoretical basis of
a profession, which is difficult to learn without formal
education. A professional school also socializes students
to the values and practices of the profession. Engineering
schools teach students to value efficiency and to reject
shoddy work. Medical schools teach students to become
physicians, and law schools teach future attorneys.
Because professional work has a significant intellectual
component, entry into a profession often requires a
post-baccalaureate degree such as the M.S.W. (Master of
Social Work) or the Psy.D. (Doctor of Psychology).
Professionals value the expansion of knowledge through
systematic research; they do not rely exclusively on the
transmission of craft traditions from one generation to the
next. Research in a profession is conducted by academic
members of the professioin and sometimes by practitioner
members too- Academic physicians, for example, conduct
medical research. Because professionals understand that
professional knowledge always advances, professionals
should also engage in continuing education by reading
publications and attending conferences. Professionals
should share general knowledge of their fields, rather
than keeping secrets of a guild. Professionals are obligated,
however, to keep specific information about clients confi-
dential.
Professionals tend to have clients, not customers.
Whereas a sales clerk should try to satisfy the customer’s
desires, the professional should try to meet the client’s
needs (consistent with the welfare of the client and the
public). For example, a physician shouldnot give apatient a
prescription for barbiturates just because thepatientwants
the drugs but only if the patient’s medical condition war-
rants the prescription.
Because professionals have specialized knowledge, cli-
ents cannot fully evaluate the quality of services provided
by professionals. Only other members of a profession, the
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professional’s peers, can sufficiently determine the quality
of professional work. The principle of peer review underlies
accreditation and licensing activities: Members of a profes-
sion evaluate the quality of an educational program for
accreditation, and they set the requirements for the licen-
sing of individuals. For example, in the United States, a
lawyermust pass a state’s bar examination to be licensed to
practice in that state. (Most states have reciprocity
arrangements—a professional license granted by one state
is recognized by other states.) The license gives profes-
sionals legal authority and privileges that are not available
to unlicensed individuals. For example, a licensed physi-
cian may legitimately prescribe medications and perform
surgery, which are activities that should not be performed
by people who are not medical professionals.
Through accreditation and licensing, the public cedes
control over a profession to members of the profession. In
return for this autonomy, the profession promises to serve
the public good. Medicine is devoted to advancing human
health, law to the pursuit of justice, and engineering to the
economical construction of safe and useful objects. As an
example of promoting the public good over the pursuit of
self-interest, professionals are expected to provide services
to some indigent clients without charge. For instance,
physicians volunteer at free clinics, and they serve in
humanitarianmissions to developing countries. Physicians
and nurses are expected to render assistance in cases of
medical emergency—for instance, when a train passenger
suffers a heart attack. In sum, medical professionals have
special obligations that those who are not medical profes-
sionals do not have.
The purposes and values of a profession, including its
commitment to a public good, are expressed by its code of
ethics. A fortiori, the creation of a code of ethics is onemark
of the transformation of an occupation into a profession.
A profession’s code of ethics is developed and updated by
a national or international professional association. This
association publishes periodicals and hosts conferences to
enable professionals to continue their learning and to net-
workwith othermembers of the profession. The association
typically organizes the accreditation of educational pro-
grams and the licensing of individual professionals.
Do computing professions measure up to these criteria
for a strongly differentiated profession? To become a com-
puting professional, an individualmust acquire specialized
knowledge about discrete algorithms and relational data-
base theory and specialized skills such as software devel-
opment techniques and digital system design. Computing
professionals usually learn this knowledge and acquire
these skills by earning a baccalaureate degree in computer
science, computer engineering, information systems, or a
related field. As in engineering, a bachelor’s degree cur-
rently suffices for entry into the computingprofessions. The
knowledgebase for computing expands through research in
computer science conducted in universities and in indus-
trial and government laboratories.
Like electrical engineers, most computing professionals
work for employers, who might not be the professionals’
clients. For example, a software engineer might develop
application software that controls a kitchen appliance; the
engineer’s employer might be different from the appliance
manufacturer. Furthermore, the software engineer should
prevent harm to the ultimate users of the appliance and to
others who might be affected by the appliance. Thus, the
computing professional’s relationship with a client and
with the public might be indirect.
The obligations of computing professionals to clients,
employers, and the public are expressed in several codes of
ethics. The later section on codes of ethics reviews two codes
that apply to computing professionals.
Although the computing professions meetmany criteria
of other professions, they are deficient in significant ways.
Unlike academic programs in engineering, relatively few
academic programs in computing are accredited. Further-
more, in theUnited States, computing professionals cannot
be licensed, except that software engineers can be licensed
in Texas. As of this writing, the Association for Computing
Machinery (ACM) has reaffirmed its opposition to state-
sponsored licensing of individuals (2). Computing profes-
sionals may earn proprietary certifications offered by cor-
porations such as Cisco, Novell, Sun, and Microsoft. In the
United States, the American Medical Association domi-
nates the medical profession, and the American Bar Asso-
ciation dominates the legal profession, but no single
organization defines the computing profession. Instead,
multiple distinct organizations exist, including the ACM,
the Institute of Electrical and Electronics Engineers Com-
puter Society (IEEE-CS), and the Association of Informa-
tion Technology Professionals (AIPT). Although these
organizations cooperate on some projects, they remain
largely distinct, with separate publications and codes of
ethics.
Regardless of whether computing professions are
strongly differentiated, computing professionals have
important ethical obligations, as explained in the remain-
der of this article.
WHAT IS MORAL RESPONSIBILITY IN COMPUTING?
In the early 1980s Atomic Energy of Canada Limited
(AECL) manufactured and sold a cancer radiation treat-
ment machine called the Therac 25, which relied on com-
puter software to control its operation. Between 1985 and
1987, theTherac-25 caused the deaths of three patients and
serious injuries to three others (3).Whowas responsible for
the accidents? The operator who administered the massive
radiation overdoses, which produced severe burns? The
software developers who wrote and tested the control soft-
ware, which contained several serious errors? The system
engineers who neglected to install the backup hardware
safetymechanisms that had been used in previous versions
of the machine? The manufacturer, AECL? Government
agencies? We can use the Therac-25 case to distinguish
among four different kinds of responsibility (4,5).
Causal Responsibility
Responsibility can be attributed to causes: For example,
‘‘the tornado was responsible for damaging the house.’’ In
the Therac-25 case, the proximate cause of each accident
was the operator, who started the radiation treatment. But
just as theweather cannot be blamed for amoral failing, the
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Therac-25 operators cannot be blamed because they fol-
lowed standard procedures, and the information displayed
on the computer monitors was cryptic and misleading.
Role Responsibility
An individual who is assigned a task or function is con-
sidered the responsible person for that role. In this sense,
a foreman in a chemical plant may be responsible for
disposing of drums of toxic waste, even if a forklift opera-
tor actually transfers the drums from the plant to the
truck. In the Therac-25 case, the software developers and
system engineers were assigned the responsibility of
designing the software and hardware of the machine.
Insofar as their designs were deficient, they were respon-
sible for those deficiencies because of their roles. Even if
they had completed their assigned tasks, however, their
role responsibility may not encompass the full extent of
their professional responsibilities.
Legal Responsibility
An individual or an organization can be legally responsible,
or liable, for a problem. That is, the individual could be
chargedwith a crime, or the organization could be liable for
damages in a civil lawsuit. Similarly, a physician can be
sued for malpractice. In the Therac-25 case, AECL could
have been sued. One kind of legal responsibility is strict
liability: If a product injures someone, then the manufac-
turer of the product can be found liable for damages in a
lawsuit, even if the product met all applicable safety stan-
dards and the manufacturer did nothing wrong. The prin-
ciple of strict liability encourages manufacturers to be
careful, and it provides a way to compensate victims of
accidents.
Moral Responsibility
Causal, role, and legal responsibilities tend to be exclusive:
If one individual is responsible, then another is not. In
contrast, moral responsibility tends to be shared: many
engineers are responsible for the safety of the products that
they design, not just a designated safety engineer. Further-
more, rather than assign blame for a past event, moral
responsibility focuses on what individuals should do in the
future. In the moral sense, responsibility is a virtue: A
‘‘responsible person’’ is careful, considerate, and trust-
worthy; an ‘‘irresponsible person’’ is reckless, inconside-
rate, and untrustworthy.
Responsibility is shared whenever multiple individuals
collaborate as a group, such as a software development
team.Whenmoral responsibility is shared, responsibility is
not atomized to the point at which no one in the group is
responsible. Rather, each member of the group is accoun-
table to the other members of the group and to those whom
the group’s workmight affect, both for the individual’s own
actions and for the effects of their collective effort. For
example, suppose a computer network monitoring team
has made mistakes in a complicated statistical analysis of
network traffic data, and that thesemistakes have changed
the interpretation of the reported results. If the team
members do not reanalyze the data themselves, they
have an obligation to seek the assistance of a statistician
who can analyze the data correctly. Different team mem-
bersmight work with the statistician in different ways, but
they shouldhold eachother accountable for their individual
roles in correcting the mistakes. Finally, the team has a
collective moral responsibility to inform readers of the
team’s initial report about themistakes and the correction.
Moral responsibility for recklessness and negligence is
not mitigated by the presence of good intentions or by the
absence of bad consequences. Suppose a software tester
neglects to sufficiently test a new module for a telephone
switching system, and the module fails. Although the sub-
sequent telephone service outages are not intended, the
software tester is morally responsible for the harms caused
by the outages. Suppose a hacker installs a keystroke
logging program in a deliberate attempt to steal passwords
at a public computer. Even if the program fails to work, the
hacker is still morally responsible for attempting to invade
the privacy of users.
An individual can be held morally responsible both for
acting and for failing to act. For example, a hardware
engineer might notice a design flaw that could result in a
severe electrical shock to someone who opens a personal
computer systemunit to replace amemory chip. Even if the
engineer is not specifically assigned to check the electrical
safety of the system unit, the engineer is morally respon-
sible for calling attention to the design flaw, and the engi-
neer can be held accountable for failing to act.
Computing systems often obscure accountability (5). In
particular, in an embedded system such as the Therac-25,
the computer that controls the device is hidden. Computer
users seem resigned to accepting defects in computers and
software that cause intermittent crashes and losses of data.
Errors in code are called ‘‘bugs,’’ regardless of whether they
are minor deficiencies or major mistakes that could cause
fatalities. In addition, because computers seem to act
autonomously, people tend to blame the computers them-
selves for failing, instead of the professionalswho designed,
programmed, and deployed the computers.
WHAT ARE THE RESPONSIBILITIES OF COMPUTING
PROFESSIONALS?
Responsibilities to Clients and Users
Whether a computing professional works as a consultant to
an individual or as an employee in a large organization, the
professional is obligated to perform assigned tasks compe-
tently, according to professional standards. These profes-
sional standards include not only attention to technical
excellence but also concern for the social effects of compu-
ters on operators, users, and thepublic.Whenassessing the
capabilities and risks of computer systems, the professional
must be candid: The professional must report all relevant
findings honestly and accurately. When designing a new
computer system, the professional must consider not only
the specifications of the client but also how the system
might affect the quality of life of users and others. For
example, a computing professional who designs an infor-
mation systemfor ahospital and shouldallowspeedyaccess
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by physicians and nurses and yet protect patients’ medical
records from unauthorized access; the technical require-
ment to provide fast access may conflict with the social
obligation to ensure patients’ privacy.
Computing professionals enjoy considerable freedom in
deciding how to meet the specifications of a computer
system. Provided that they meet the minimum perfor-
mance requirements for speed, reliability, and functional-
ity, within an overall budget, they may choose to invest
resources to decrease the response time rather than to
enhance a graphical user interface, or vice versa. Because
choices involve tradeoffs between competing values, com-
puting professionals should identify potential biases in
their design choices (6). For example, the designer of a
search engine for an online retailer might choose to display
the most expensive items first. This choice might favor the
interest of the retailer, tomaximize profit, over the interest
of the customer, to minimize cost.
Even moderately large software artifacts (computer
programs) are inherently complex and error-prone.
Furthermore, software is generally becoming more com-
plex. It is therefore reasonable to assume that all software
artifacts have errors. Even if a particular artifact does not
contain errors, it is extremely difficult to prove its correct-
ness. Faced with these realities, how can a responsible
software engineer release software that is likely to fail
sometime in the future? Other engineers confront the
same problem, because all engineering artifacts eventually
fail. Whereas most engineering artifacts fail because phy-
sical objects wear out, software artifacts are most likely to
fail because of faults designed into the original artifact. The
intrinsically faulty nature of software distinguishes it from
light bulbs and I-beams, for example, whose failures are
easier to predict statistically.
To acknowledge responsibilities for the failure of soft-
ware artifacts, software developers should exercise due
diligence in creating software, and they should be as candid
as possible about both known and unknown faults in the
software—particularly software for safety-critical systems,
in which a failure can threaten the lives of people. Candor
by software developers would give software consumers
a better chance to make reasonable decisions about soft-
ware before they buy it (7). Following an established tradi-
tion in medicine, Miller (8) advocates ‘‘software informed
consent’’ as a way to formalize an ethical principle that
requires openness from software developers. Software
informed consent requires software developers to reveal,
using explanations that are understandable to their cus-
tomers, the risks of their software, including the likelihoods
of known faults and the probabilities that undiscovered
faults still exist. The idea of software informed consent
motivates candor and requires continuing research into
methods of discovering software faults andmeasuring risk.
Responsibilities to Employers
Most computing professionals work for employers. The
employment relationship is contractual: The professional
promises towork for the employer in return for a salary and
benefits. Professionals often have access to the employer’s
proprietary information such as trade secrets, and the
professional must keep this information confidential.
Besides trade secrets, the professional must also honor
other forms of intellectual property owned by the employer:
The professional does not have the right to profit from
independent sale oruse of this intellectual property, includ-
ing software developed with the employer’s resources.
Every employee is expected to work loyally on behalf of
the employer. In particular, professionals should be aware
of potential conflicts of interest, in which loyalty might be
owed to other parties besides the employer. A conflict of
interest occurs when a professional is asked to render a
judgment, but the professional has personal or financial
interests that may interfere with the exercise of that judg-
ment. For instance, a computing professional may be
responsible for ordering computing equipment, and an
equipment vendor owned by the professional’s spouse
might submit a bid. In this case, others would perceive
that themarriage relationshipmight bias theprofessional’s
judgment. Even if the spouse’s equipmentwould be the best
choice, the professional’s judgment would not be trust-
worthy. In a typical conflict of interest situation, the pro-
fessional should recuse herself: that is, the professional
should remove herself and ask another qualified person
to make the decision.
Many computing professionals have managerial duties,
and someare solelymanagers.Managerial roles complicate
the responsibilities of computing professionals because
managers have administrative responsibilities and inter-
ests within their organizations in addition to their profes-
sional responsibilities to clients and the public.
Responsibilities to Other Professionals
Although everyone deserves respect from everyone else,
when professionals interact with each other, they should
demonstrate a kind of respect called collegiality. For exam-
ple, when one professional uses the ideas of a second
professional, the first should credit the second. In a
research article, an author gives credit by properly citing
the sources of ideas from other authors in previously pub-
lished articles. Using these ideas without attribution con-
stitutes plagiarism. Academics consider plagiarism
unethical because it represents the theft of ideas and the
misrepresentation of those ideas as the plagiarist’s own.
Because clients cannot adequately evaluate the quality
of professional service, individual professionals know that
theirworkmust be evaluated by othermembers of the same
profession. This evaluation, called peer review occurs in
both practice and research. Research in computing is pre-
sented at conferences and is published in scholarly jour-
nals. Before a manuscript that reports a research project
can be accepted for a conference or published in a journal,
the manuscript must be reviewed by peer researchers who
are experts in the subject of the manuscript.
Because computing professionals work together, they
must observe professional standards. These standards of
practice are created bymembers of the profession or within
organizations. For example, in software development, one
standard of practice is a convention for names of variables
in code. By following coding standards, a software devel-
oper can facilitate the work of a software maintainer who
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subsequentlymodifies the code. Formany important issues
for which standards would be appropriate theoretically,
however, ‘‘standards’’ in software engineering are contro-
versial, informal, or nonexistent. An example of this pro-
blem is the difficulties encountered when the IEEE and the
ACM attempted to standardize a body of knowledge for
software engineering to enable the licensing of software
engineers.
Senior professionals have an obligation tomentor junior
professionals in the same field. Although professionals are
highly educated, junior members of a profession require
additional learning and experience to develop professional
judgment. This learning is best accomplished under the
tutelage of a senior professional. In engineering, to earn a
P.E. license, a junior engineer must work under the super-
vision of a licensed engineer for at least four years. More
generally, professionals should assist each other in conti-
nuing education and professional development, which are
generally required for maintaining licensure.
Professionals can fulfill their obligations to contribute to
the profession volunteering. The peer review of research
publications depends heavily on volunteer reviewers and
editors, and the activities of professional associations are
conducted by committees of volunteers.
Responsibilities to the Public
According to engineering codes of ethics, the engineer’s
most important obligation is to ensure the safety, health,
and welfare of the public. Although everyone must avoid
endangering others, engineers have a special obligation to
ensure the safety of the objects that they produce. Comput-
ing professionals share this special obligation to guarantee
the safety of the public and to improve the quality of life of
those who use computers and information systems.
As part of this obligation, computing professionals
should enhance the public’s understanding of computing.
The responsibility to educate the public is a collective
responsibility of the computing profession as a whole;
individual professionals might fulfill this responsibility
in their own ways. Examples of such public service include
advising a church on the purchase of computing equipment
and writing a letter to the editor of a newspaper about
technical issues related to proposed legislation to regulate
the Internet.
It is particularly important for computing professionals
to contribute their technical knowledge to discussions
about public policies regarding computing. Many commu-
nities are considering controversial measures such as the
installation of Web filtering software on public access com-
puters in libraries. Computing professionals can partici-
pate in communities’ decisions by providing technical facts.
Technological controversies involving the social impacts of
computers are covered in a separate article of this encyclo-
pedia.
When a technical professional’s obligation of loyalty to
the employer conflicts with the obligation to ensure the
safety of the public, the professional may consider whistle-
bhwing, that is, alerting people outside the employer’s
organization to a serious, imminent threat to public safety.
Computer engineers blew the whistle during the develop-
ment of the Bay Area Rapid Transit (BART) system near
San Francisco (9). In the early 1970s, three BART engi-
neers became alarmed by deficiencies in the design of the
electronics and software for the automatic train control
system, deficiencies that could have endangered passen-
gers on BART trains. The engineers raised their concerns
within the BART organization without success. Finally,
they contacted a member of the BART board of directors,
who passed their concerns to Bay Area newspapers. The
three engineerswere immediately fired for disloyalty. They
were never reinstated, even when an accident proved their
concerns were valid. When the engineers sued the BART
managers, the IEEE filed an amicus curiae brief on the
engineers’ behalf, stating that engineering codes of ethics
required the three engineers to act to protect the safety of
the public. The next section describes codes of ethics for
computing professionals.
CODES OF ETHICS
For each profession, the professional’s obligations to cli-
ents, employers, other professionals, and the public are
stated explicitly in the profession’s code of ethics or code of
professional conduct. For computing professionals, such
codes have been developed by ACM, the British Computer
Society (BCS), the, IEEE-CS, the AITP, the Hong Kong
Computer Society, the Systems Administrators Special
Interest Group of USENEX (SAGE), and other associa-
tions. Two of these codes will be described briefly here:
the ACM code and the Software Engineering Code jointly
approved by the IEEE-CS and the ACM.
The ACM is one of the largest nonprofit scientific and
educational organizationdevoted to computing. In 1966 and
1972, the ACM published codes of ethics for computing
professionals. In 1992, the ACM adopted the current Code
of Ethics and Professional Conduct (10), which appears in
Appendix 1. Each statement of the code is accompanied by
interpretiveguidelines.For example, theguideline forstate-
ment 1.8,Honor confidentiality, indicates that other ethical
imperatives such as complying with a law may take prece-
dence.Unlikeethicscodesforotherprofessions,onesectionof
the ACM code states the ethical obligations of ‘‘organiza-
tional leaders,’’ who are typically technical managers.
The ACM collaborated with the IEEE-CS to produce the
Software Engineering Code of Ethics and Professional
Practice (11). Like theACMcode, theSoftwareEngineering
Code also includes the obligations of technical managers.
This code is notable in part because it was the first code to
focus exclusively on software engineers, not on other com-
puting professionals. This code is broken into a short ver-
sion is composed of and a long version. The short version is
composed of a preamble and eight short principles; this
versionappears inAppendix 2.The long version expands on
the eight principles with multiple clauses that apply the
principles to specific issues and situations.
Any code of ethics is necessarily incomplete—no docu-
ment can address every possible situation. In addition, a
code must be written in general language; each statement
in a code requires interpretation to be applied in specific
circumstances. Nevertheless, a code of ethics can serve
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multiple purposes (12,13). A code can inspire members of a
profession to strive for the profession’s ideals. A code can
educate newmembers about their professional obligations,
and tell nonmembers what theymay expectmembers to do,
A code can set standards of conduct for professionals and
provide a basis for expelling members who violate these
standards. Finally, a code may support individuals in
making difficult decisions. For example, because all engi-
neering codes of ethics prioritize the safety and welfare of
the public, an engineer can object to unsafe practices not
merely as a matter of individual conscience but also with
the full support of the consensus of the profession. The
application of a code of ethics for making decisions is high-
lighted in the next section.
ETHICAL DECISION MAKING FOR COMPUTING
PROFESSIONALS
Every user of e-mail has received unsolicited bulk commer-
cial e-mail messages, known in a general way as spam. (A
precise definition of ‘‘spam’’ has proven elusive and is
controversial; most people know spam when they see it,
but legally and ethically a universally accepted definition
has not yet emerged.) A single spam broadcast can initiate
millions of messages. Senders of spam claim that they are
exercising their free speech rights, and few laws have been
attempted to restrict it. In theUnited States, no federal law
prohibited spamming before the CAN-SPAM Act of 2003.
Even now, the CAN-SPAM law does not apply to spam
messages that originate in other countries. Although some
prosecutions have occurred using the CAN-SPAM Act,
most people still receive many e-mail messages that they
consider spam.
Some spam messages are designed to be deceptive and
include intentionally inaccurate information, but others
include only accurate information. Although most spam-
ming is not illegal, even honest spamming is considered
unethical by many people, for the following reasons. First,
spamming has bad consequences: It wastes the time of
recipientswhomust delete junk e-mailmessages, and these
messages waste space on computers; in addition, spam-
ming reduces users’ trust in e-mail. Second, spamming is
not reversible: Senders of spamdonotwant to receive spam.
Third, spamming couldnot be allowedas a general practice:
If everyone attempted to broadcast spammessages to wide
audiences, computer networks would become clogged with
unwanted e-mail messages, and no one could communicate
via e-mail at all.
The three reasons advanced against spam correspond to
three ways in which the morality of an action can be eval-
uated: first, whether on balance the action results in more
good consequences than bad consequences; second,whether
the actor would be willing to trade places with someone
affected by the action: and third, whether everyone (in a
similar situation) could choose the same action as a general
rule. These three kinds ofmoral reasons correspond to three
of the many traditions in philosophical ethics: consequenti-
alism, the Golden Rule, and duty-based ethics.
Ethical issues in the use of computers can also be eval-
uated through the use of analogies to more familiar situa-
tions. For example, a hacker may try to justify gaining
unauthorized access to unsecured data by reasoning that
because the data arenot protected, anyone should be able to
read it. But by analogy, someonewho finds the front door of
a house unlocked is not justified in entering the house and
snooping around. Entering an unlocked house is trespas-
sing, and trespassing violates the privacy of the house’s
occupants.
When making ethical decisions, computing profes-
sionals can rely not only on general moral reasoning but
also on specific guidance from codes of ethics, such as the
ACMCode of Ethics (10). Here is a fictional example of that
approach.
Scenario: XYZ Corporation plans to monitor secretly
the Web pages visited by its employees, using a data
mining program to analyze the access records. Chris, an
engineer atXYZ, recommends thatXYZpurchase a data
miningprogram fromRobin, an independent contractor,
withoutmentioning that Robin is Chris’s domestic part-
ner. Robin had developed this programwhile previously
employed at UVW Corporation, without the awareness
of anyone at UVW.
Analysis: First, the monitoring of Web accesses
intrudes on employees’ privacy; it is analogous to eaves-
dropping on telephone calls. Professionals should
respect the privacy of individuals (ACM Code 1.7,
Respect the privacy of others, and 3.5, Articulate and
support policies that protect the dignity of users and
others affected by a computing system). Second, Chris
has a conflict of interest because the sale would benefit
Chris’s domestic partner. By failing to mention this
relationship, Chris was disingenuous (ACM Code 1.3,
Be honest and trustworthy).Third, becauseRobin devel-
oped the program while working at UVW, some and
perhaps all of the property rights belong to UVW. Robin
probably signed an agreement that software developed
while employed at UVW belongs to UVW. Professionals
should honor property rights and contacts (ACM Code
1.5, Honor property rights including copyrights and
patent, and 2.6, Honor contracts, agreements, and
assigned responsibilities).
Applying a code of ethics might not yield a clear solution
of an ethical problem because different principles in a code
might conflict. For instance, the principles of honesty and
confidentiality conflict when a professional who is ques-
tioned about the technical details of the employer’s forth-
coming product must choose between answering the
question completely and keeping the information secret.
Consequently, more sophisticated methods have been
developed for solving ethical problems. Maner (14) has
studied and collected what he calls ‘‘procedural ethics,
step-by-step ethical reasoning procedures . . . that may
prove useful to computing professionals engaged in ethical
decision-making.’’ Maner’s list includes a method specia-
lized for business ethics (15), a paramedic method (16), and
a procedure from the U.S. Department of Defense (17).
These procedures appeal to the problem-solving ethos of
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engineering, and they help professionals avoid specific
traps that might otherwise impair a professional’s ethical
judgment. No procedural ethics method should be inter-
preted as allowing complete objectivity or providing a
mechanical algorithm for reaching a conclusion about an
ethical problem, however, because all professional ethics
issues of any complexity require subtle and subjective
judgments.
COMPUTING AND THE STUDY OF ETHICS: THE ETHICAL
CHALLENGES OF ARTIFICIAL INTELLIGENCE
AND AUTONOMOUS AGENTS
Many ethical issues, such as conflict of interest, are com-
mon to different professions. In computing and engineer-
ing, however, unique ethical issues develop from the
creation of machines whose outward behaviors resemble
human behaviors that we consider ‘‘intelligent.’’ As
machines become more versatile and sophisticated, and
as they increasingly take on tasks that were once assigned
only to humans, computing professionals and engineers
must rethink their relationship to the artifacts they design,
develop, and then deploy.
For many years, ethical challenges have been part of
discussions of artificial intelligence. Indeed, two classic
references in the field are by Norbert Wiener in 1965 (18)
and by Joseph Weizenbaum in 1976 (19). Since the 1990s,
the emergence of sophisticated ‘‘autonomous agents,’’
including Web ‘‘bots’’ and physical robots, has intensified
the ethical debate. Two fundamental issues are of immedi-
ate concern: the responsibility of computing professionals
who create these sophisticated machines, and the notion
that the machines themselves will, if they have not
already done so, become sufficiently sophisticated so
that they will be considered themselves moral agents,
capable of ethical praise or blame independent of the
engineers and scientists who developed them. This area
of ethics is controversial and actively researched. A full
discussion of even some of the nuances is beyond the scope
of this article. Recent essays by Floridi and Sanders (20)
and Himma (21) are two examples of influential ideas in
the area.




Commitment to ethical professional conduct is expected of
every member (voting members, associate members, and
student members) of the Association for Computing
Machinery (ACM).
This Code, consisting of 24 imperatives formulated as
statements of personal responsibility, identifies the ele-
ments of such a commitment. It contains many, but not
all, issues professionals are likely to face. Section 1 out-
lines fundamental ethical considerations, while Section 2
addresses additional, more specific considerations of pro-
fessional conduct. Statements in Section 3 pertain more
specifically to individuals who have a leadership role,
whether in the workplace or in a volunteer capacity such
as with organizations like ACM. Principles involving
compliance with this Code are given in Section 4.
The Code shall be supplemented by a set of Guidelines,
which provide explanation to assist members in dealing
with the various issues contained in theCode. It is expected
that the Guidelines will be changed more frequently than
the Code.
TheCode and its supplementedGuidelines are intended
to serve as a basis for ethical decisionmaking in the conduct
of professionalwork. Secondarily, theymay serve as a basis
for judging the merit of a formal complaint pertaining to
violation of professional ethical standards.
It should be noted that although computing is not men-
tioned in the imperatives of Section 1, theCode is concerned
with how these fundamental imperatives apply to one’s
conduct as a computingprofessional. These imperatives are
expressed in a general form to emphasize that ethical
principles which apply to computer ethics are derived
from more general ethical principles.
It is understood that somewords and phrases in a code of
ethics are subject to varying interpretations, and that any
ethical principle may conflict with other ethical principles
in specific situations. Questions related to ethical conflicts
can best be answered by thoughtful consideration of funda-
mental principles, rather than reliance on detailed regula-
tions.
1. GENERAL MORAL IMPERATIVES
As an ACM member I will . . ..
1.1 Contribute to society and human well-being
This principle concerning the quality of life of all people
affirms an obligation to protect fundamental human rights
and to respect the diversity of all cultures. An essential aim
of computing professionals is to minimize negative conse-
quences of computing systems, including threats to health
and safety. When designing or implementing systems,
computing professionals must attempt to ensure that the
products of their efforts will be used in socially responsible
ways, will meet social needs, and will avoid harmful effects
to health and welfare.
In addition to a safe social environment, human well-
being includes a safe natural environment. Therefore,
computing professionals who design and develop systems
must be alert to, and make others aware of, any potential
damage to the local or global environment.
1.2 Avoid harm to others
‘‘Harm’’ means injury or negative consequences, such as
undesirable loss of information, loss of property, property
damage, or unwanted environmental impacts. This prin-
ciple prohibits use of computing technology in ways that
result in harm to any of the following: users, the general
public, employees, employers. Harmful actions include
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intentional destruction or modification of files and
programs leading to serious loss of resources or unneces-
sary expenditure of human resources such as the time
and effort required to purge systems of ‘‘computer
viruses.’’
Well-intended actions, including those that accom-
plish assigned duties, may lead to harm unexpectedly.
In such an event the responsible person or persons are
obligated to undo or mitigate the negative consequences
asmuch as possible. Oneway to avoid unintentional harm
is to carefully consider potential impacts on all those
affected by decisions made during design and implemen-
tation.
Tominimize the possibility of indirectly harming others,
computing professionals must minimize malfunctions by
following generally accepted standards for system design
and testing. Furthermore, it is often necessary to assess the
social consequences of systems to project the likelihood of
any serious harm to others. If system features are misre-
presented to users, coworkers, or supervisors, the indivi-
dual computing professional is responsible for any
resulting injury.
In the work environment the computing professional
has the additional obligation to report any signs of system
dangers that might result in serious personal or social
damage. If one’s superiors do not act to curtail or mitigate
such dangers, it may be necessary to ‘‘blow the whistle’’ to
help correct the problem or reduce the risk. However,
capricious or misguided reporting of violations can, itself,
beharmful.Before reportingviolations, all relevant aspects
of the incident must be thoroughly assessed. In particular,
the assessment of risk and responsibility must be credible.
It is suggested that advice be sought from other computing
professionals. See principle 2.5 regarding thorough evalua-
tions.
1.3 Be honest and trustworthy
Honesty is an essential component of trust. Without trust
an organization cannot function effectively. The honest
computing professional will not make deliberately false
or deceptive claims about a system or system design, but
will instead provide full disclosure of all pertinent system
limitations and problems.
A computer professional has a duty to be honest about
his or her own qualifications, and about any circumstances
that might lead to conflicts of interest.
Membership in volunteer organizations such as ACM
may at times place individuals in situations where their
statements or actions could be interpreted as carrying the
‘‘weight’’ of a larger group of professionals. An ACM mem-
ber will exercise care to not misrepresent ACM or positions
and policies of ACM or any ACM units.
1.4 Be fair and take action not to discriminate
Thevalues of equality, tolerance, respect for others, and the
principles of equal justice govern this imperative. Discri-
mination on the basis of race, sex, religion, age, disability,
national origin, or other such factors is an explicit violation
of ACM policy and will not be tolerated.
Inequities between different groups of people may
result from the use or misuse of information and technol-
ogy. In a fair society, all individuals would have equal
opportunity to participate in, or benefit from, the use of
computer resources regardless of race, sex, religion, age,
disability, national origin or other such similar factors.
However, these ideals do not justify unauthorized use of
computer resources nor do they provide an adequate
basis for violation of any other ethical imperatives of
this code.
1.5 Honor property rights including copyrights and patent
Violationof copyrights, patents, trade secrets and the terms
of license agreements is prohibited by law in most circum-
stances. Even when software is not so protected, such
violations are contrary to professional behavior. Copies
of software should bemade only with proper authorization.
Unauthorized duplication of materials must not be con-
doned
1.6 Give proper credit for intellectual property
Computing professionals are obligated to protect the
integrity of intellectual property. Specifically, one must
not take credit for other’s ideas or work, even in cases
where the work has not been explicitly protected by copy-
right, patent, etc.
1.7 Respect the privacy of others
Computing and communication technology enables the
collection and exchange of personal information on a scale
unprecedented in the history of civilization. Thus there is
increased potential for violating the privacy of individuals
and groups. It is the responsibility of professionals to
maintain the privacy and integrity of data describing
individuals. This includes taking precautions to ensure
the accuracy of data, aswell as protecting it fromunauthor-
ized access or accidental disclosure to inappropriate
individuals. Furthermore, procedures must be established
to allow individuals to review their records and correct
inaccuracies.
This imperative implies that only the necessary
amount of personal information be collected in a system,
that retention and disposal periods for that information
be clearly defined and enforced, and that personal infor-
mation gathered for a specific purpose not be used for
other purposes without consent of the individual(s).
These principles apply to electronic communications,
including electronic mail, and prohibit procedures that
capture or monitor electronic user data, including mes-
sages, without the permission of users or bona fide
authorization related to system operation and mainte-
nance. User data observed during the normal duties
of system operation and maintenance must be treated
with strictest confidentiality, except in cases where it is
evidence for the violation of law, organizational regula-
tions, or this Code. In these cases, the nature or contents
of that information must be disclosed only to proper
authorities.
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1.8 Honor confidentiality
The principle of honesty extends to issues of confidentiality
of information whenever one has made an explicit promise
to honor confidentiality or, implicitly, when private infor-
mation not directly related to the performance of one’s
duties becomes available. The ethical concern is to respect
all obligations of confidentiality to employers, clients, and
users unless discharged from such obligations by require-
ments of the law or other principles of this Code.
2 MORE SPECIFIC PROFESSIONAL RESPONSIBILITIES
As an ACM computing professional I will . . ..
2.1 Strive to achieve the highest quality, effectiveness
and dignity in both the process and products
of professional work
Excellence is perhaps the most important obligation of a
professional. The computing professional must strive to
achieve quality and to be cognizant of the serious negative
consequences that may result from poor quality in a
system.
2.2 Acquire and maintain professional competence
Excellence depends on individuals who take responsibility
for acquiring and maintaining professional competence. A
professional must participate in setting standards for
appropriate levels of competence, and strive to achieve
those standards. Upgrading technical knowledge and com-
petence canbeachieved in severalways: doing independent
study; attending seminars, conferences, or courses; and
being involved in professional organizations.
2.3 Know and respect existing laws pertaining to professional
work
ACM members must obey existing local, state, province,
national, and international laws unless there is a compel-
ling ethical basis not to do so. Policies and procedures of the
organizations in which one participates must also be
obeyed. But compliancemust be balanced with the recogni-
tion that sometimes existing laws and rules may be
immoral or inappropriate and, therefore, must be chal-
lenged. Violation of a law or regulation may be ethical
when that law or rule has inadequate moral basis or
when it conflicts with another law judged to be more
important. If one decides to violate a law or rule because
it is viewed as unethical, or for any other reason, one must
fully accept responsibility for one’s actions and for the
consequences.
2.4 Accept and provide appropriate professional review
Quality professional work, especially in the computing
profession, depends on professional reviewing and criti-
quing. Whenever appropriate, individual members should
seek and utilize peer review as well as provide critical
review of the work of others.
2.5 Give comprehensive and thorough evaluations of
computer systems and their impacts, including analysis
of possible risks
Computer professionals must strive to be perceptive, thor-
ough, and objective when evaluating, recommending, and
presenting system descriptions and alternatives. Compu-
ter professionals are in a position of special trust, and
therefore have a special responsibility to provide objective,
credible evaluations to employers, clients, users, and the
public. When providing evaluations the professional must
also identify any relevant conflicts of interest, as stated in
imperative 1.3.
As noted in the discussion of principle 1.2 on avoiding
harm, any signs of danger from systemsmust be reported to
thosewho have opportunity and/or responsibility to resolve
them. See the guidelines for imperative 1.2 formore details
concerning harm, including the reporting of professional
violations.
2.6 Honor contracts, agreements, and assigned
responsibilities
Honoring one’s commitments is a matter of integrity
and honesty. For the computer professional this includes
ensuring that system elements perform as intended. Also,
when one contracts forworkwith another party, one has an
obligation to keep that party properly informed about pro-
gress toward completing that work.
A computing professional has a responsibility to
request a change in any assignment that he or she feels
cannot be completed as defined. Only after serious con-
sideration andwith full disclosure of risks and concerns to
the employer or client, should one accept the assignment.
The major underlying principle here is the obligation to
accept personal accountability for professional work. On
some occasions other ethical principles may take greater
priority.
A judgment that a specific assignment should not be
performed may not be accepted. Having clearly identified
one’s concerns and reasons for that judgment, but failing
to procure a change in that assignment, one may yet be
obligated, by contract or by law, to proceed as directed.
The computing professional’s ethical judgment should be
the final guide in deciding whether or not to proceed.
Regardless of the decision, one must accept the respon-
sibility for the consequences.
However, performing assignments ‘‘against one’s own
judgment’’ does not relieve the professional of responsibil-
ity for any negative consequences.
2.7 Improve public understanding of computing and its
consequences
Computing professionals have a responsibility to share
technical knowledge with the public by encouraging
understanding of computing, including the impacts of
computer systems and their limitations. This imperative
implies an obligation to counter any false views related to
computing.
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2.8 Access computing and communication resources only
when authorized to do so
Theft or destruction of tangible and electronic property is
prohibited by imperative 1.2 - ‘‘Avoid harm to others.’’
Trespassing and unauthorized use of a computer or com-
munication system is addressed by this imperative. Tres-
passing includes accessing communication networks and
computer systems, or accounts and/or files associated with
those systems, without explicit authorization to do so.
Individuals and organizations have the right to restrict
access to their systems so long as they do not violate the
discrimination principle (see 1.4), No one should enter or
use another’s computer system, software, or data files
without permission. One must always have appropriate
approval before using system resources, including commu-
nication ports, file space, other system peripherals, and
computer time.
3. ORGANIZATIONAL LEADERSHIP IMPERATIVES
As an ACMmember and an organizational leader, I will . . ..
BACKGROUND NOTE: This section draws exten-
sively from the draft IFIP Code of Ethics, especially its
sections on organizational ethics and international con-
cerns. The ethical obligations of organizations tend to be
neglected in most codes of professional conduct, perhaps
because these codes arewritten from theperspective of the
individual member. This dilemma is addressed by stating
these imperatives from the perspective of the organiza-
tional leader. In this context ‘‘leader’’ is viewed as any
organizationalmemberwhohas leadership or educational
responsibilities. These imperatives generally may apply
to organizations as well as their leaders. In this context
‘‘organizations’’ are corporations, government agencies,
and other ‘‘employers,’’ as well as volunteer professional
organizations.
3.1 Articulate social responsibilities of members
of an organizational unit and encourage full acceptance
of those responsibilities
Because organizations of all kinds have impacts on
the public, they must accept responsibilities to society.
Organizational procedures and attitudes oriented
toward quality and the welfare of society will reduce
harm to members of the public, thereby serving public
interest and fulfilling social responsibility. Therefore,
organizational leaders must encourage full participation
in meeting social responsibilities as well as quality per-
formance.
3.2 Manage personnel and resources to design and build
information systems that enhance the quality of working life
Organizational leaders are responsible for ensuring that
computer systems enhance, not degrade, the quality of
working life.When implementing a computer system, orga-
nizations must consider the personal and professional
development, physical safety, and human dignity of all
workers. Appropriate human-computer ergonomic stan-
dards should be considered in system design and in the
workplace.
3.3 Acknowledge and support proper and authorized uses
of an organization’s computing and communication
resources
Because computer systems canbecome tools toharmaswell
as to benefit an organization, the leadershiphas the respon-
sibility to clearly define appropriate and inappropriate uses
of organizational computing resources. While the number
and scope of such rules should be minimal, they should be
fully enforced when established.
3.4 Ensure that users and those who will be affected by a
system have their needs clearly articulated during the
assessment and design of requirements; later the system must
be validated to meet requirements
Current system users, potential users and other persons
whose lives may be affected by a system must have their
needs assessed and incorporated in the statement of
requirements. Systemvalidation should ensure compliance
with those requirements.
3.5 Articulate and support policies that protect the dignity
of users and others affected by a computing system
Designing or implementing systems that deliberately or
inadvertently demean individuals or groups is ethically
unacceptable. Computer professionals who are in decision
making positions should verify that systems are designed
and implemented to protect personal privacy and enhance
personal dignity.
3.6 Create opportunities for members of the organization
to learn the principles and limitations of computer systems
This complements the imperative on public understanding
(2.7). Educational opportunities are essential to facilitate
optimal participation of all organizational members.
Opportunities must be available to all members to help
them improve their knowledge and skills in computing,
including courses that familiarize them with the conse-
quences and limitations of particular types of systems. In
particular, professionals must be made aware of the dan-
gers of building systems around oversimplified models, the
improbability of anticipating and designing for every pos-
sible operating condition, and other issues related to the
complexity of this profession.
4. COMPLIANCE WITH THE CODE
As an ACM member I will . . ..
4.1 Uphold and promote the principles of this code
The future of the computing profession depends on both
technical and ethical excellence. Not only is it important for
ACM computing professionals to adhere to the principles
expressed in this Code, eachmember should encourage and
support adherence by other members.
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4.2 Treat violations of this code as inconsistent
with membership in the ACM
Adherence of professionals to a code of ethics is largely a
voluntary matter. However, if a member does not follow
this code by engaging in gross misconduct, membership in
ACM may be terminated.
This Code may be published without permission as long
as it is not changed in any way and it carries the copyright
notice. Copyright (c) 1997, Association for Computing
Machinery, Inc.
APPENDIX 2: SOFTWARE ENGINEERING CODE OF ETHICS




The short version of the code summarizes aspirations at a
high level of the abstraction; the clauses that are included
in the full version give examples and details of how these
aspirations change the way we act as software engineer-
ing professionals. Without the aspirations, the details can
become legalistic and tedious; without the details, the
aspirations can become high sounding but empty;
together, the aspirations and the details form a cohesive
code.
Software engineers shall commit themselves to making
the analysis, specification, design, development, testing
and maintenance of software a beneficial and respected
profession. In accordance with their commitment to the
health, safety and welfare of the public, software engineers
shall adhere to the following Eight Principles:
1. PUBLIC - Software engineers shall act consistently
with the public interest.
2. CLIENT AND EMPLOYER - Software engineers
shall act in a manner that is in the best interests of
their client and employer consistent with the public
interest.
3. PRODUCT - Software engineers shall ensure that
their products and related modifications meet the
highest professional standards possible.
4. JUDGMENT - Software engineers shall maintain
integrity and independence in their professional
judgment.
5. MANAGEMENT - Software engineering managers
and leaders shall subscribe to and promote an ethical
approach to the management of software develop-
ment and maintenance.
6. PROFESSION - Software engineers shall advance
the integrity and reputation of the profession consis-
tent with the public interest.
7. COLLEAGUES - Software engineers shall be fair to
and supportive of their colleagues.
8. SELF - Software engineers shall participate in life-
long learning regarding the practice of their profes-
sion and shall promote an ethical approach to the
practice of the profession.
This Code may be published without permission as long
as it is not changed in any way and it carries the copyright
notice. Copyright (c) 1999 by theAssociation forComputing
Machinery, Inc. and the Institute for Electrical and Elec-
tronics Engineers, Inc.
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